The following books are available at the State Library. Borrowers may request them by contacting the circulation Desk at (609)-278-2640 x104 {voice} Monday through Friday from 8:30am to 5:00pm or by email: circulation@njstatelib.org If you would like to receive this list via email please submit your email address to cwarrick@njstatelib.org. Current email recipients need not resubmit their addresses. This List is also available online at the Library’s website: http://www.njstatelib.org/news/selected_new_books

BOOK BLOG
For book reviews or suggested reading lists on selected topics please visit the Library’s book blog at: http://www.njstatelib.org/blog/book-blog/ The entries are written by various staff librarians and new posts are added every 3-4 weeks.
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Harris, Dan. 10% happier: how I tamed the voice in my head, reduced stress without losing my edge, and found self-help that actually works – a true story. Itbooks, 2014. 237 pages.


Levitt, Steven D. Think like a freak: the authors of Freakanomics offer to retrain your brain. William Morrow, 2014. 268 pages.
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Schulte, Brigid. **Overwhelmed : work, love, and play when no one has the time.** Sarah Crichton/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2014. 353 pages.
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Carpenter, Murray.  **Caffeinated: how our daily habit helps, hurts, and hooks us.**  Hudson Street Press, 2014.  270 pages.
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**Complementary & alternative therapies in nursing.**  Springer, 2014.  556 pages.
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Emanuel, Ezekiel J.  **Reinventing American health care: how the Affordable Care Act will improve our terribly complex, blatantly unjust, outrageously expensive, grossly inefficient, error prone system.**  PublicAffairs, 2014.  380 pages.
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Gerald, Michael C.  **The drug book: from arsenic to Xanax, 250 milestones in the history of drugs.**  Sterling, 2013.  528 pages.
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**MCNAUGHTON LEASING PROGRAM — HARDCOVER BOOKS**
F Abb  Abbott, Jeff.  Inside man.
F And  Andrews, Mary Kay.  Save the date.
F Byr  Byrne, Monica.  The girl in the road.
F Can  Cantor, Jay.  Forgiving the angel.
F Cou  Coulter, Catherine.  Power play.
F Cum  Cumming, Charles.  A colder war.
F Dea  Deaver, Jeffrey.  The skin collector.
F Gab  Gabaldon, Diana.  Written in my own heart’s blood.
F Gif  Giffin, Emily.  The one & only.
F Gro  Gross, Andrew.  Everything to lose.
F Har  Harkaway, Nick.  Tigerman.
F Ile  Iles, Greg.  Natchez burning.
F Jan  Jance, J.A.  Remains of innocence.
F Jon  Jones, Darynda.  Sixth grave on the edge.
F Kar  Karon, Jan.  Somewhere safe with somebody good.
F Lit  Litman, Ellen.  Mannequin girl.
F Lit  Little, Elizabeth.  Dear daughter.
F Mac  Macomber, Debbie.  Blossom Street brides.
F Mal  Mallery, Susan.  When we met.
F Moo  Moore, Christopher.  The serpent of Venice.
F Mor  Moriarty, Liane.  Big little lies.
F Neu  Neuman, Andres.  Talking to ourselves.
F Pat  Patterson, James.  Invisible.
F Pat  Patterson, James.  Mistress.
F Pat  Patterson, James.  Unlucky 13.
F Pre  Preston, Douglas J.  The lost island.
F Rei  Reichl, Ruth.  Delicious.
F Rob  Roberts, Nora.  The collector.
F Rol  Rollins, James.  The kill switch.
F San  Sandford, John.  Field of prey.
F Slm  Slaughter, Karin.  Cop town.
F Son  Sonnenberg, Brittani.  Home leave.
F Ste  Stevens, Chevy.  That night.
F Wei  Weiner, Jennifer.  All fall down.
F Wig  Wiggs, Susan.  The beekeeper’s ball.
F Woo  Woods, Sherryl.  Swan Point.

MCNAUGHTON LEASING PROGRAM – AUDIO BOOKS

F Atk  Atkins, Ace.  Robert B. Parker’s cheap shot.  6 discs
F Bal  Baldacci, David.  The target.  11 discs
F Bin  Binchy, Maeve.  Chestnut Street.  10 discs
F Cun  Cunningham, Michael.  The snow queen.  6 discs
F Eva  Evans, Richard Paul.  Walking on water.  5 discs
F Joh  Johansen, Iris.  Live to see tomorrow.  10 discs
F Pat  Patterson, James.  NYPD Red 2.  7 discs
F Rob  Roberts, Nora.  Shadow spell.  10 discs